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NEW QUESTION: 1
Adam works as a Security Administrator for Umbrella Technology
Inc. He reported a breach in security to his senior members,
stating that "security defenses has been breached and exploited
for 2 weeks by hackers." The hackers had accessed and
downloaded 50,000 addresses containing customer credit cards
and passwords. Umbrella Technology was looking to law
enforcement officials to protect their intellectual property.
The intruder entered through an employee's home machine, which
was connected to Umbrella Technology's corporate VPN network.
The application called BEAST Trojan was used in the attack to
open a "back door" allowing the hackers undetected access. The
security breach was discovered when customers complained about
the usage of their credit cards without their knowledge. The
hackers were traced back to Shanghai, China through e-mail

address evidence. The credit card information was sent to that
same e-mail address. The passwords allowed the hackers to
access Umbrella Technology's network from a remote location,
posing as employees.
Which of the following actions can Adam perform to prevent such
attacks from occurring in future?
A. Allow VPN access but replace the standard authentication
with biometric authentication.
B. Disable VPN access to all employees of the company from home
machines
C. Replace the VPN access with dial-up modem access to the
company's network.
D. Apply different security policy to make passwords of
employees more complex.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
A company uses Dynamics 365 for Sales. The company has not made
changes to any of the default security roles.
You need to ensure that users can assign salespeople to sales
territories.
Which security role can you use?
A. Delegate
B. Marketing Professional
C. Sales Person
D. CEO - Business Manager
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/customer-engagemen
t/admin/set-up-sales-territories-organize-bus

NEW QUESTION: 3
Your EMR job processes a single 2 TB data file stored on Amazon
Simple Storage Service (S3).
The EMR job runs on two On-Demand core nodes and three
On-Demand task nodes. What can you do to reduce the time it
takes for the job to complete? Choose the correct answer:
A. Use a VPC to launch the core and task nodes
B. Use versioning on the S3 bucket.
C. Adjust the number of simultaneous mapper tasks.
D. Use spot instances instead of on-demand for the core nodes
Answer: C
Explanation:
When your cluster runs, Hadoop creates a number of map and
reduce tasks. These determine the number of tasks that can run
simultaneously during your cluster. Run too few tasks and you
have nodes sitting idle; run too many and there is significant

framework overhead.
Reference:
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/emr/latest/DeveloperGuide/TaskConfig
uration_H1.0.3.html
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